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3 of 3 review helpful or better stated World War I By Reader The author uses the free city of Danzig as a microcosm 
of how the League of Nations appeasement toward the growing Nazi movement inevitably leads to the rise of Hitler s 
power and World War II or better stated World War I Part 2 A very easy read Walker s use of the fictional character 
Muller reminds readers of Woulk s Pug Henry in Winds of War as Mulle The looming menace of Nazi oppression 
hung like a dark cloud over the Free City of Danzig Inspired by actual events Danzig is a story of diplomatic conflict 
and political intrigue in Central Europe during the 1930 rsquo s Richly atmospheric it is gripping historical fiction in 
the grand tradition The Free City of Danzig was established by the Treaty of Versailles as a mandate to be protected 
by the League of Nations and its High Commissioner In 1 About the Author William N Walker brings to his new 
novel a lifetime of experience as a diplomat government official and international businessman Mr Walker was 
Ambassador and Chief Trade Negotiator for the United States in the Tokyo Round of Multilateral Tr 
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